PRESS RELEASE
Cryptocurrency Innovator Mint Exchange is Latest Customer
to Build on Integral FX Platform
Mint Exchange chooses Integral for flexibility, reliability, and performance
PALO ALTO, California (November 14, 2018) – Integral (www.integral.com), the technology
partner trusted by leading banks, brokers, and asset managers to help them outperform their
competition in the foreign exchange market, announced today that Mint Exchange
(www.mintexchange.io) has licensed the Integral platform to power the first institutional grade
cryptocurrency exchange.
“Our customers are taking advantage of the incredible power and flexibility of the Integral platform
to design, deliver, and grow their businesses,” said Gavin Bambury, CTO of Integral. “Mint Exchange
is applying the platform to the cryptocurrency market because they realized that the same demands
for flexibility, reliability, and performance that exist in FX also exist in crypto.”
Integral combines the innovation of Silicon Valley with deep knowledge of FX to deliver a cloudbased workflow management and trading platform that is the industry’s only answer for FX
institutions that want to design and deliver complete solutions tailored to their businesses. More
than 200 top-tier financial institutions rely on Integral to run their FX business.
Mint Exchange is the world’s first cryptocurrency exchange with clearinghouse functionality
designed for institutions to access all major cryptocurrency exchanges through a single gateway.
Mint Exchange allows institutions to trade across all major cryptocurrency exchanges providing
access to the most liquidity at the best price all while keeping capital in a secure institutional
environment. Using this innovative, proven technology Mint Exchange improves the overall
efficiency and adds stability to the cryptocurrency ecosystem opening cryptocurrency trading to
global brokers and financial institutions.
“We chose to build Mint Exchange on the Integral FX platform because of its history of innovation
and reliability,” said Masato Kikuchi, Managing Director of Mint Exchange. “Integral processes
over $40 billion/day in fiat currency trading, so we’re confident that it can handle our
cryptocurrency volumes.”
About Mint Exchange
Mint Exchange is the world’s first cryptocurrency clearinghouse, providing access to all major
exchanges, brokers and market makers through a single account. It is built on the award-winning
Integral FX platform that processes over $40 billion/day in fiat currency trading. Mint Exchange
allows institutions to trade across all major cryptocurrency exchanges providing access to the most
liquidity at the best price all while keeping capital in a secure institutional environment. Mint
Exchange improves the overall efficiency of the cryptocurrency markets and adds stability to the
cryptocurrency ecosystem. Finally, institutions have a professional partner they can trust to deliver
cryptocurrency trading to their customers. Launched in 2018, Mint Exchange maintains
development, support, and sales offices in Palo Alto, London, and New York.

About Integral
Integral is a financial technology company that helps its customers—banks, brokers, and asset
managers—outperform their competition in the foreign exchange market through innovative
solutions for workflow management and advanced execution. This powerful cloud-based platform
is the industry’s only answer for FX institutions that want to design and deliver complete solutions
tailored to their businesses. Integral’s modern approach of addressing the entire FX lifecycle with
an intelligent platform allows its customers to achieve the lowest transaction costs, greatest
operational efficiency, and highest yield. Founded in 1993, Integral maintains development,
support, and sales offices in Palo Alto, New York, London, Tokyo, Singapore and Bangalore.
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